Fujitsu Industrialized Automation Services: Breaking through the Automation Scale Out Glass Ceiling

Benefits:
- **Rapid**: 70% lower lead time for automations using the Fujitsu Agile Automation Factory
- **Value**: 12.16% reduction in operating budgets from full-scale RPA maturity in 24 months
- **Scalable**: 24/7 availability and high-performance resources for very large robot farms

- **Value Scalable**
  - **60-80%** efficiency improvement in transformed processes
- **Rapid**
  - Lower lead time for automations
  - **70%** availability and high-performance resources for very large robot farms
- **Scalable**
  - **60-80%** of processes suitable for Cognitive Automation

Value Scalable
- **The Fujitsu Industrialized Automation Operating Model**
- **Agile Automation Factory**
  - Applying Agile and DevOps principles to deliver automation at pace
- **Robotics Operations Center**
  - The primary support mechanism for supporting robots on an industrial scale
- **Automation Academy**
  - A dedicated asset to create a sustainable pipeline of skilled resource to deploy Automation at scale

**Key Features**
- **Operational analytics for structured continuous improvement**
- **Up to 24/7 support for all deployed robots**
- **Structured AI driven knowledge base**
- **Industrializing RPA methods**

**Realize the full value of RPA with Fujitsu**

**FUJITSU Industrialized Automation Services**
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